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QUESTION 1

Which IOS command creates a SIP-enabled dial peer? 

A. voice dial-peer 20 sip 

B. dial-peer voice 20 voip 

C. dial-peer voice 20 pots 

D. dial peer voice 20 sip 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://www.ciscopress.com/articles/article.asp?p=664148andseqNum=6 

 

QUESTION 2
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Refer to the exhibit. The customer is troubleshooting an issue where users cannot dial the CMS SIP Route Pattern. The
CMS URI they are attempting to dial is 7772002@cms.domain.local. Which IPv4 pattern must the customer enter to
resolve the issue? 

A. 7772002@cms.domain.local 

B. *@cms.domain.local 

C. *.cms.domain.local 

D. cms.domain.local 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 3
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A company has users that are logged in to hunt groups. However, there is a requirement for hunt group configurations
to provide an option to turn on audible ringtones when calls to a line group arrive at a phone that is logged out and on a
break. This ringtone alerts a logged-out user that there is an incoming call to a hunt list to which the line is a member,
but the call does not ring at the phone of that line group member because of the logged-out status. Which action meets
this requirement? 

A. Configure the HLog softkey on the phone so that while a user is logged off, it plays an audible tone when a call is
missed. 

B. Set the service parameter Enterprise Feature Access number for hunt group logout and set up an access number. 

C. Set the service parameter Party Entrance Tone to "True." 

D. Configure the service parameter hunt group logoff notification and specify the name of the ringtone file. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

Refer to the exhibit. 

Users report that outbound PSTN calls from phones registered to Cisco UCM are not completing. The local service
provider in North America has a requirement to receive calls in 10-digit format. The Cisco UCM sends the calls to the
Cisco Unified Border Element router in a globalized E.164 format. There is an outbound dial peer on Cisco Unified
Border Element configured to send the calls to the provider. The dial peer has a voice translation profile applied in the
correct direction but an incorrect voice translation rule applied. Which rule modifies DNIS in the format that the provider
is expecting? 

A. rule 1 /^\+\([^1].*\)/ /011\1/ 

B. rule 1/^\+1\([2-9]..[2-9]......$\)/ /\1/ 

C. rule 1 /^\([2-9]..[2-9]......$\)/ /\1/ 

D. rule 1 /^\+1\([2-9]..[2-9]......$\)/ /\0/ 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 5

Some users report poor quality when they travel to another continent and make calls. This issue applies only to one
continent and not to others, where typically the dialing is fast and quality is clear. Users experience the same result at
home when they call the same numbers in that specific continent. It seems like some users do not exist in the correct
PSTN gateway when making calls to a specific country. The company is using TEHO to save on the cost of international
or long-distance calling. 
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They are also using a globalized dial plan. What is the cause of the issue? 

A. CUBE is not configured for TEHO in the specific country. 

B. A local route group is not added to the route pattern. 

C. The users are missing this specific gateway at the device pool level. 

D. Regions in Cisco UCM are not configured correctly. 

Correct Answer: C 
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